FIGU-BULLETIN Nr. 28 (excerpt)
The Near Death Of Semjase
For some weeks now FIGU has its own English discussion forum in the Internet. This
discussion forum has found great interest in the meantime.
In one of the many interesting discussions someone asked a question as to what
happened to Semjase on December 15, 1977.
I answered him as follows:
«While Semjase was sitting in a locked room at the Center, discussing various matters
with Billy, a person who knew that Semjase was in there sneaked to the door in order to
hear her voice. When Semjase heard a light knocking at the door she got excited and,
while rising to her feet, she stumbled and fell with her head upon an electric stove and
toward the wall. In falling she pushed the button of her transmission device and
vanished (= was beamed up) into her ship where she was laying on the floor for a longer
time. When she didn't return to the station Quetzal went searching for her and found her
there in a deep coma. In addition to a broken arm Semjase suffered a severe brain
damage. The base of her skull was broken. On the flight back to Erra Quetzal tried to
take the pressure away from her brain by applying a vacuum device. On Erra, only
seconds before she would have died, she was frozen. Later, with the help of a highly
developed race from the DAL Universe, she recovered. However, she had (and still has)
to re-learn her consciousness-related abilities again, a process that last some 70 years.»
Then, another person wrote the following posting:
«This is the official story, however there have been serious questions about this and
evaluations indicate the injuries are more consistent with a beating than with a fall.
Particularly of interest is the way in which she could have fallen so as to break an arm
and sustain injuries in the back of the head so severe to as drive shards of bone into the
brain. An impact with the cement support for a stove seems unlikely. By the way which
arm was it, I cannot find the material in any references concerning that.
I had asked you this before but unfortunately the topics rise again. Others consulted
generally do not want to consider the implications of the theory of it being a case of
attempted murder and not an accident. Especially considering later developments one
definitely has serious concerns as to who at FIGU would have had the disposition to do it
especially the ability to sneak up on an Erran without them becoming aware of it.
Another thing in question is why there was no alarm given off by the beamship when the

vitals of Semjase were diminishing and why such an extended period of time passed
before the ship was located. With Terran technology such a scenario would be likely but
with Erran technology being used it raises some questions.»
After five answers to that person's posting from three persons, and after Billy having
been informed about the matter from the USA, I wrote my second reply:
«What are you aiming at with your confused and crazy posting regarding Semjases's
accident? Of course your innuendo has nothing to do with the truth!
The truth is that Semjase was sitting at the table. When she heard the sound from the
door she wanted to leave and stood up, but with one of her feet she was caught by the
table leg, which was the reason why she fell upon the portable electric iron stove which
was damaged by her fall. Billy himself also jumped up, heard her faint cry and saw her
head crashing against the wall--just before she vanished. Obviously during her fall she
had triggered the button of her transmitter device. (Source: 95th contact of December
17, 1977)
Unfortunately, Semjase didn't have the protection device with her on that contact since
she didn't intend to stay long at the Center, and because she felt safe in that special
location/room. (The Plejarans usually wear such a device in order that they may be
warned--and protected--if a terrestrial person comes near them.)
Ah yes, Semjase broke her right arm.
... I think you are in danger of losing ground and reality beneath your feet. That's really a
thing: A FIGU member trying to kill Semjase. If your innuendo would be true the
Plejarans wouldn't have continued meeting with Billy!
A question: Is Randy Winters behind this scheme? When we informed Billy about your
posting he guessed that your crazy «theory» could be based on his untrue claim that
since 1984 the Plejarans don't visit with Billy anymore.
For those interested: On February 3, 2000, Billy had his 279th official contact (with
Ptaah).»
Before closing I will mention another argument (from Billy): If the claim concerning a
murder attempt by a FIGU member (that person is still a core group member!) would be
true, the Pleiadians/Plejarans nowadays certainly wouldn't show themselves again above
the Center in order that core group members can see--and even photograph--their ships!
Once again one can only shake one's head about the confusing ideas some people can
have.
Christian Frehner, Switzerland

Hi Christian & Billy:
Thank you for the additional information.

The theory is mine. I did ask Randy Winters several years ago about this and his
response was that he could not think of anyone at FIGU who would have the inclination
or capability of carrying out such an act. He said if Billy ever did anything it would have
been that he made up the story just to cover up the idea that Semjase gave up on him.
He had nothing derogatory to say about FIGU in this sense and said that the
repercussions of a murder in this case would be enormous and thoughts that he would
prefer not to deal with.
Randy has nothing to do with this and to my knowledge has never addressed the subject
except to me.
Best Wishes,
Anthony W. Cynor
You can post this if you want.

